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The journey to wellness when returning from a brain injury, a TBI, can be a very long one. It is one that
author Ruth Curran understands well. Faced with a myriad of issues after her own human brain injury, she
made a decision to turn up the quantity on things that she adored and found ways to work through the
soreness and discouragement that may plague therefore many after an accident or damage that changes
memory and thinking. Curran assists readers to understand how the brain and body interact and how
which you can use as an edge. Being Brain Healthful is a reserve of hope and is filled with positive
methods to healing. The goal of Being Brain Healthy is to mix the most leading edge research with what
those post mind trauma / concussion understand intuitively. Included in the publication are stories from
those presently in recovery from mind injury whose encounters are designed to inspire readers to take
their very own functionality to the next level through positive actions and by choosing a path to healing
that can enhance their lives. Curran shares insights on healing after a human brain trauma with visitors
and gets the unique ability to explain complex neuroscience, concussion, tbi, post traumatic stress
concepts in a way that makes sense to even those people who are simply taking their first actions on the
road to recovery. Her personal way to recovery from human brain injury to brain health – one that took 1 .
5 years – is one that she shares with readers in Being Brain Healthful. Split into sections, including Be
Dynamic, Be Engaged, Be Sociable, Be Purposeful and Be Complicated, readers can see how the newest
science on healing activities and exercises can help those who are suffering with brain injuries to help
make the most of each day. Convinced that everyone can work their way out of what Curran refers to as
“the fog” left out after concussion / brain injury and can build better thinking abilities, the writer shares
how she switched her entire life into a better experience using positive methods and active healing
techniques.
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This book is the real deal, a life changer This book is a great read for anyone who wants to keep their
brain healthy, and keep cognitive performance at itâ€™s best for as long as possible. Ruth shares how she
did, and you can, utilize the power of considering and performing to heal ourselves and live a very much
richer more conscious lifestyle. Already changing parts of my mind daily just be going on different streets
instead of taking the same route everyday. Ruthâ€™s first hand knowledge gives her knowledge beyond the
academics of brain functioning. In the end, who doesn't? For people who have experienced a brain injury,
or has a family member or friend who is suffering and is usually struggling to comprehend what that
person is going through, and how they are able to best help, this publication is invaluable. Brain Health is
for Everyone Ruth Curran is a modern day pioneer when it comes to brain health. The info, tips and tools
she acquired on the way she shares generously in this publication. Ruth has turned that which was a
horrible accident into something that has used her beyond what she was before. That's what makes this
publication a notch above others. I am fortunate never to have had any accidental injuries but I want to
retain brain health. This is essential read for anybody with a TBI or who knows someone with a TBI This
book is great -- it offers insight both to the clinical areas of what has occurred with a Traumatic Brain
Injury and how it feels to be the person with a TBI. settle for an altered way of being or blaze her very
own trail toward brain health, she chose the latter. She makes better human brain health FUN! I had
hardly ever considered that perhaps there just wasn't more than enough cognitive reserves for public
conversation. Sensory overload was certainly a challenge. Fortunately we discovered music early on and
incorporated it into many things, but this publication gave me some extra ideas to try. THEREFORE I am
happy with this book. After struggling a traumatic mind injury she was faced with two options; Super
guide for anybody who wants a wholesome, happier brain Being Brain Healthy is a fabulous guide for
anyone dealing with cognitive concerns of any level. Curran serves as an insightful, intelligent,
impressive, and — primarily — empathetic innovator for the trip toward a healthier mind and a happier life A
Practical, Proactive Approach to Help You or a Loved One Heal From Brain Injury Ruth Curran's
encounter with returning from a brain injury is inspiring. The goal is to overcome the challenges from
injury, illness (even aging) and have not only a healthy mind but a healthy body and positive lifestyle, as
well. Ruth Curran bravely shares her personal tale of recovering from a traumatic brain injury to inspire
readers to make use of simple opportunities to amplify one's day to day activities and cognitive
opportunities. The fact that she's not only sharing her story, but that she's produced helping others come
back from brain injury her life's function, is impressive. If you want a practical, proactive method of help
you or someone you care about heal from brain injury, this little reserve is for you personally. Ruth's
writing flows easily and her publication is a quick, worthwhile read. Brain health for everyone. An
excellent book for those who have had TBI and the ones who just want to sharpen your mind. Some New
Ideas! It is rare to find a person who understands brain functioning along with Ruth, who has truly gone
through a traumatic brain injury and spent some time working her in the past. Simple duties. There is
indeed much great information here for EVERYONE! Among the things I love about this book will be the
well tested and useful exercises, the reader who uses them will quickly realize that being brain healthy is
not limited to anyone who has suffered a brain injury, it really is for everyone! I've read dozens of self
help books on brain, but none written with the advantage of actual experience. That is a very clear and
concise instruction to living a mind healthy life. Whether you have sustained a human brain injury or not
this book will assist you. The suggestions are effortless to apply and will improve your perspective,
together with your well being. This is an excellent book! The reserve has sections (Be Energetic, Be
Engaged, Be Public, Be Purposeful, Be Difficult) that illustrate not merely what somebody with a TBI
faces, but how exactly to engage the globe purposefully in order to help recovery. I wish this book had
been around 25 years ago when I was a cultural worker in a medical center. Ruth Curran is my go-to guru
about better human brain health. Ruth is my go-to guru on better mind health! I would have handed this



reserve out to everyone!! Her knowledge about the brain knows no bounds and her publication is a
continuation of this knowledge. I've been living with Multiple Sclerosis for 30 years, but I also acquired a
TBI from a car accident, therefore Ruth's wisdom has generated a path for me to check out toward better
cognitive abilities.I highly recommend this publication to anyone seeking better brain wellness. She
explains her experience in easy to comprehend language, how she understood she needed to use her
everyday activities activities, emphasizing things which can be changed in practical ways, and how
exactly to incorporate these adjustments into daily life, to make contact with regular and maintain a
healthy brain. Ruth is sheer genius. I am from the autism community, and I couldn't help but spot the
many parallels between what Ruth defined and what our daughter appeared to be experiencing. She's
taught me so very much through her expertise, insight and ability to turn specialized jargon into easy-to-
understand concepts. A significant guide to maintaining human brain health This is a straightforward,
approachable book that explains brain injury to some extent, and the importance of maintaining brain
health. As anyone who has sustained a few human brain injuries, I can highly recommend this reserve!
Buy this reserve, make it your brand-new friend. It lives by my bedside! I have read this book twice
currently. As a caregiver for a friend who suffered a traumatic mind injury, I found this book enlightened
me. An excellent read. I read it twice. It's worth is priceless. There is certainly nothing more valuable than
your mind, which publication has given me equipment to make the many of what I have here and today,
and put me on a path to keep enhancing and sustaining it. Ruth's amazing for what she could do to guide
her own recovery and she shares most of her ideas here. I haven't ever read a publication about Traumatic
Brain Injury, and so this is very interesting to understand a lot more about the mind and what can happen
with brain injuries. Excellent Brain Health Guide Ruth shares her experience, describing the indescribable,
a daunting journey back again from a traumatic human brain injury.
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